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Conflict
T

he magazine you hold in yours hands
is an annual publication from Conflict
Minnesota. It could be described as a collection of antagonism, however incomplete.
For as long as this world of exploitation
persists, there will be those who rebel. The
purpose of this magazine then is to compile some of these snapshots of rebellion.
Through Conflict, or websites like it, people
have shared word their actions and even explained their motivations or methods for others. This allows for these actions to resonate,
for others to hear about it, to be inspired by it,
to perhaps try it out for themselves.

Conflict Minnesota is just a website and does
not represent any group or organization. All
content is submitted anonymously or republished from elsewhere on the internet.
Conflict Minnesota is for informational and
educational purposes only. This publication
in no way encourages or supports any illegal
behavior in any way, it looks only to provide a
forum for conversation and news.
Conflict Minnesota is reporting, not inciting. Nothing here stems from any exclusive

knowledge of any illegal conduct of any kind.
Additionally no person is responsible for this
project, nor does one or any person claim
ownership or responsibility for this project’s
production.

It is not the case that if only a large enough
number of people would carry out actions,
or a large enough number of actions were
carried out, a revolution would present itself.
Insurrection is not the accumulation of petty
vandalism. Resonance has to do with the way
the prevailing order is disordered, the way a
territory is made ungovernable, and the way
policing is subverted.

The topics brought up on Conflict in no way
reflect the perspectives of any specific person
allegedly involved with this project. They also
do not reflect the perspectives or outlooks
of any individual or group mentioned in this
publication.

If the first communicated spray painting of
Pioneer Statue in autumn 2017 was effective,
it was because since then several others have
been compelled to similarly deface the statue. Those who undoubtedly feel some anger
towards the legacy of colonialism the statue
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stands for saw how easy it was to tag the statue, and took their own initative to repeat the
action. The city cleans off the graffiti to hide
these actions from public view, to minimize
their resonance, and to preserve the facade of
order. But this facade has been broken, even if
by only the slightest crack. This crack is a signal that the governing order is not absolute,
that resistance is always possible.
Because it is always possible, much resistance happens unnoticed, swept away before
it can cause too much disruption. That is why
this magazine was created, to share these moments of resistance. However, that is also why
this collection is necessarily incomplete. This
magazine focuses on rebellion that has been
claimed by the participants on the internet,
whether through Conflict Minnesota or a similar site which Conflict has shared.
Therefore, the actions described in the
following pages are not intended to be highlighted over others. There is no hierarchy of
methods. The only distinction made for inclusion in this magazine is that of the disorder
efficiently tidied up and hidden from view,
and the disorder that hasn’t been entirely forgotten.
Conflict Minnesota is not totally devoid of
criteria, however. Conflict is an autonomous
1
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partisan project. Autonomy means, first of all,
the abolition of all domination—including
the economy, patriarchy, white supremacy,
and the state. In addition, there is also the
autonomy from political parties, unions, and
all membership-based organizations. This
means that most of the actions presented in
here were all carried out without any clear
connections to official formations, only those
of small collectives or simply anonymously.
Other actions are reported on from the perspective of those acting autonomously within
a larger dynamic which often involves such
organizations.
◆
Looking at the bigger picture, it is a clear an
autonomous force is getting organized in the
Twin Cities. The only question now is will it
continue to grow, or burn out like so many
before it. To grow requires care, nurturing, establishing a collective sensibility. Not a duty,
but a shared notion of responsibility to one
another. In other words, the creation and sustainment of worlds.
Unlike the vain politicians who take the name
for themselves, this is the real po�itics of joy.
Conflict Minnesota
2019

T

he moment we find ourselves in today hardly requires introduction.

Ecological devastation. Fascist violence. A regime hellbent on
preserving law & order.
Millions have risen up in response, but this catastrophe continues.
When people don’t know how to change something, they get used to
it.
Here, there emerges a distinction between those who denounce,
and those who take action. Against a world of colonialism, patriarchy,
white supremacy, and endless subjugation, there are those who protest, and those who get organized.
Those who have chosen this latter path are forming bonds and establishing networks between friends, projects, and hubs. Newspapers,
websites, study groups, social centers, safehouses, graffiti crews, free
clinics, dance parties, gardens, riots.
Building new worlds with which to bring about the end of this one.
Conflict Minnesota is a tool for those building these new worlds.
As a website, Conflict Minnesota strives to be a platform for those
who organize and take action against this ongoing catastrophe. The
website publishes information on upcoming public events, whether
those are informational events, social gatherings, direct actions, etc.
It is through these events that networks grow between different individuals or crews who might never have come into contact with one
another.

AGAINST THE SUPER BOWL
AND ITS WORLD (2/04)

W

ith frozen hands we reappropriated this
city’s infrastructure to cast a few words of
cold insurrection. A desire to set it all on fire sits
just adjacent to the light-rail (which is dressed
up as a carriage for the super rich—only Super
Bowl ticket holders can ride this weekend!). An
ode to the zad hangs above 35w from a bridge
in South Minneapolis, welcoming tourists to a
temporarily sterile downtown (they relocated
the homeless for this special event). Helicopters
flying over head, tanks on the ground—this is
a sneak peak of a militarized police state. Lets
not go down without a fight. Against the Super
Bowl and its world!

Conflict also publishes reports on autonomous action both massoriented and individual. No matter how small, any action taken is
a signal to other like-minded people—possibly friends one hasn’t
met yet—that resistance is possible everywhere. Publicizing acts of
resistance allow this signal to resonate further than would otherwise
be possible.
Additionally, Conflict publishes writing on many topics, with the
interest of opening a space for public dialogue. This could look like
analyzing police maneuvers or one’s own tactics, criticizing new repressive projects, or simply trying to make sense of the world with an
eye towards strategy.
Autonomy is a core idea for Conflict Minnesota. While political
organization may have its place, Conflict provides a platform for resistance that takes place outside of formal organizations. The goal here
is to emphasize that anyone—including and especially you—is just as
capable of resistance as anyone else.
This is why the site includes a simple and anonymous content submission form.
Conflict isn’t a group you join, it’s a tool you use.

– some anarchists
2
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NEW YEAR’S EVE RUCKUS OUTSIDE
MINNEAPOLIS JUVIE (12/31)

E

very year, people around the world gather outside of jails, prisons, and other detention centers and make noise to remember
those who can’t celebrate the new year with
the rest of us. This year, a small crowd gathered outside the juvie in downtown Minneapolis and set off a number of loud, colorful
fireworks for those locked up to enjoy. When
the fireworks ended, the crowd dispersed into
the cold winter night.
This year, prisoners across Minnesota
have really raised the bar for what resistance
can mean. While there was no reported activity around the August 21st strike, numerous
brave acts of rebellion were taken all year by

those who refused to be treated as slaves. Assaults on guards have taken place at a number
of prisons and jails since March up until the
last days of the year. Even the vast repression
following the death of a prison guard at rebel hands did not dampen their resistance,
which also manifested in a more than one
hundred-strong collective work refusal on the
last day of November. Meanwhile, the state
and the prison guard’s union are working
hand in hand to find the most efficient ways
to deprive these prisoners of their dignity. It
is up to all of us to rise to this occasion—to
really demonstrate what it means to have the
backs of those on held captive by the state. Of
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course, no single action could ever accomplish this task.
New Year’s Eve is also for us. It can be a
measure of our own collective capacity; the
potential of our relationships as they grow
over time to manifest as a force in the streets.
It is a place where we can develop a tactical
intelligence, without needing to attend to the
urgency of a social rupture. Not least of all, we
establish new traditions that constitute the
emergent worlds we are building.
Here’s to many more manifestations of
these worlds in 2019.
Until every prison is ashes under our feet.

SOLIDARITY WITH
THE REVOLUTION IN
ROJAVA (3/27)
In connection to the International day of Solidarity with Rojova on March 24th several
posters went up in and around Powderhorn
Park in Minneapolis, MN. The posters are a
reminder of the struggles of Kurdish revolutionaries in Rojova. Several posters have a
call out that was published after the city of
Afrin was taken over by the Turkish state on
March 18th, 2018 and calls for international
solidarity and action in English, Spanish and
Kurdish.

WORLD AFRIN DAY
SOLIDARITY (3/26)
Yesterday, March 24th, [World Afrin Day]
banners went up on a walk bridge that
goes over 494, one of the busiest stretches
of highway in the state. One banner said
“Defend Afrin”.

Death to Fascism!
Death to all States!
Defend the Revolution in Rojova!
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IN THE OPEN AND AGAINST THE
REACTION: MINNEAPOLIS YELLOW VEST
SOLIDARITY DEMONSTRATION (12/22)

O
LOVE & STRENGTH TO
LA ZAD (4/08)

WARMED BY LA ZAD
(4/10)

SOLIDARITY WITH J20
DEFENDANTS (4/10)

Over the weekend a banner was hung in socalled Minneapolis reading Defend la zad.
We take this opportunity to send a message
of strength to the zad occupants on the eve
of their eviction. The autonomous zone established in France has been the source of
endless inspiration for rebels near and far—
it will live on, regardless of what happens on
Monday.

We met under the statue of Emiliano Zapata
for this simple gesture on the second day (or
third night) of the resistance to the eviction
attempt by a small army of pigs against La
zad (Zone to Defend) in Notre-Dame-desLandes. It’s still winter in Minnesota and
although there’s snow on the ground we’ve
been feeling so near to you at La zad that
we’ve felt warmed. Not only now, but since
we learned of your beautiful existence, of this
world which we believe is also a part of us
too. We send you love and strength now and
always.

A banner went up over a 494 walk bridge
during rush hour traffic on April 10, in
solidarity with the fifty-nine remaining j20
defendants.

All power to the communes!
zad Forever!
Tout le monde déteste la police!
– Your Friends
4

n December 22, a small, but spirited,
gilets jaunes (or yellow vests) demonstration took place outside of the Alliance
Française of Minneapolis/St Paul, which acts
as an honorary consulate where there is otherwise none located in the state. They were
closed during their posted open hours, likely out of fear that the neon hot class hatred
had spilled over the Atlantic and seeped its
way into the great lakes. Sadly, we cannot currently fulfill this terrifying image, nor do we
delude ourselves into thinking we can simply
velcro on a yellow vest and “voilà” what is felt
there can be transposed and materialize here.
We believe there is something at stake
within the #giletsjaunes in France. The cracks
in the mode of governing that is neoliberal
capitalism find a response by the fragments,
by the partisans vying for strength in its crisis,
of which even the police as a party may even
be counted. The situation has the potential to
be answered in either revolutionary or reactionary terms. And thus, even if our contribution is primarily symbolic we aim to give
strength to those who see in this (even the
momentary) a dissolution of private property
through looting and sharing, to build along
lines of what is common despite difference

rather than a desperate and false unity of nationalism, to destitute the police who seek to
uphold an order which should in all respects
be shattered.
The far right recognizes what is at stake as
well. They have been attempting to use the
gilets jaunes as a trojan horse to center nationalist anti-immigrant sentiment, making
it appear pervasive within the movement.
Piggy-backing off this movement, rallies in
Canada and the US were called for this weekend. This put us on our toes, perhaps making
us more discerning, though also less comfortable than at a demonstration where everyone
who comes are those who are expected, more
immediately legible. When several cars of the
three percenter militia movement members
showed up, one which was a minivan with
don’t tread on me decals, a three percenter
logo and a yellow vest taped to their back window made it immediately clear what side of
this moment they were on. Despite one stubborn shithead, who kept foaming about Soros
and other anti-semitic conspiracy theories, all
of them were pushed out, shouted down and
left dejected. One even was heard while leaving saying in dismay that “it’s over guys, antifa
has taken over.”
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Many of us were feeling a bit bored and
about to call it a day before this confrontation,
but the conflict energized the crowd who
then decided to march through the streets
chanting “tout le monde déteste la police”
(everyone hates the police) and “gilet jaune,
fuck Macron”, among others. We marched
through the streets of the north loop of Minneapolis, a kind of desert filled with condos
and boutiques with a banner at the front that
read “loot the rich.” This went on until we
were nearly run off the road by an enraged citizen, delayed for just a few moments of their
hated commute, who then called the cops
after they were punched and their car kicked
while dangerously pushing their car through
the crowd.
In the complexity of the situation currently taking place in France we do not deny that
there are many elements that repulse and terrify us. However, we are much more terrified
of a time, which could be not far from now,
where we have ceded the terrain rather than
contested the situation in all its mess. Revolutionaries looking only for a mirror of themselves stay home, we must fight in the open!

LONG LIVE THE
ROJAVA REVOLUTION
(12/21)

SOLIDARITY WITH THE
STANSTED 15 FROM
MINNEAPOLIS (12/12)

On December 19th, Trump announced the
U.S. Military would withdraw from Syria.
There have never been any illusions about the
goals of U.S. presence in the region—their
own geopolitical influence. However, their
withdrawal will leave the Rojava territory vulnerable to further assault, particularly by the
Erdoğan regime in Turkey.

To our friends across the pond facing a
lifetime prison sentence, we send you our
love, our rage, and our unyielding solidarity.
Their jails and their borders will never
contain us.

Our support for the Rojava revolution
is not blind. We are not devotees of Öcalan,
nor did the de facto alliance with the U.S. sit
well with us. Despite whatever misgivings
about the struggle for liberation in Rojava, we
recognize that our abstention from a messy
conflict is the surest way to see the revolution
wilt. If we wish to see autonomous ways of living take hold in Rojava—or anywhere—it is
through our complicity with those doing just
that, not denouncing an impure movement.
Any heterogeneity will contain reactionary
elements, disengagement will only serve to
further marginalize ourselves.

Free the Stansted 15!
Until every border and every prison is a faint
memory

LOCKS GLUED AT NEONAZI BUSINESS (12/26)
In the early hours of Christmas morning,
Santa visited De Roma Art Glass. But Santa
didn’t leave any presents, instead he super
glued the locks.
De Roma Art Glass is owned by the most
notorious neo-nazi in Minneapolis, Julius De
Roma.
No holiday cheer for fascists.
Solidarity with all those fighting fascism and
authority worldwide!

AGAINST THE SMART CITY

S

tarting April 20th, Hennepin County
will be test driving a new self-driving,
“smart” shuttle bus over the weekend. They
chose a portion of the greenway bike path
that passes through the heavily gentrified
Uptown to demonstrate what is to come for
other sections of the city slated for similar
lines of development—as a laboratory of future control.
On the night before they unveiled their
project to their corporate partners, some antagonists hung a banner right in the shuttle’s
path, with the intention of physically blocking the sensors of the shuttle, thwarting the
test, if only for a moment. Against The Smart
City! it declares.

Defend Rojava!
Long Live The Revolution!

While touted as progress, there are still
those of us who see these projects as only the
further deepening of the desert. As our cities

Death To Fascism!
Death To All States!
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become increasingly automated, this process
attempts to eclipse not only the possibilities
of revolt, but even that of a life of anything
but its perpetual (re)production. These automated shuttles will be yet another vehicle
for funneling citizens between where the
work, shop, and sleep, as mindlessly as the
shuttle which carries them.
This action was intended to demonstrate
that these projects will face resistance. It was
simple to carry out and took very little planning. The smart city is fragile, and opportunities for disruption are everywhere. While
their fantasy is to build a terrain where all
that can happen is what has already been
predicted and planned, we know that fundamentally life cannot be reduced to data and
in its flux escapes prediction and control.
Don’t wait for others to take action for you.
Take it yourselves.
5

(4/21)

YES AND NO:
LATE REFLECTIONS ON THE MAY DAY
MARCH IN MINNEAPOLIS (5/15)

T

his year, a few of us decided that even if
we didn’t have much of a plan for May
Day, that we were none-the-less determined
to have a presence at the May Day march
on May 1st, which for as long as people can
remember of the recent years has been dominated by leftist organizations like the Freedom Road Socialist Organization/frso(a
soft Maoist sect), their front groups and others who willingly play along with

this sad circus. The circus goes like this: arrive
and stand around your little sect if you have
one, someone gives you a newspaper or a flier

for their next event, signs you up for something, round after round of people talk at you,
so much so that you can barely keep awake,
then you slump along since in reality it can
hardly be called a march, sometimes there are
chants, they speak in confusion and accentuate our collective awkwardness,
more speeches, more chanting, all so orderly, and one feels their aching lack of power,
the power that should be collective, is driven
by sadness into our individual bodies. And
by ideology, weak thought or sheer will we

march on, miraculously even showing up
again the next time to receive our lashes.
This time we met, masked up and marched
behind a banner featuring a flaming cop car
with only the word “yes!”, which was a reference to a banner made and marched behind
during the Trump inauguration protests that
was a black sheet with only the word “no.”
painted on. There’s a little conversation going on here between the two. One emphasizes negation and another affirmation. As
revolutionaries we must bow to both. We
always contain within us the power to say as

A WEEKEND OF
SOLIDARITY AGAINST
FASCISM & ANTISEMITISM (11/11)

JULIUS DEROMA
BUSINESSES AND
HOME FLYERED IN
MINNEAPOLIS (12/10)

Over the weekend of November 9th, several
properties owned by Julius DeRoma were attacked. Club Jäger, Hansa Corporation, and
DeRoma’s home were subject to dozens of
rotten eggs being flung at the targets.

Over the weekend of December 8th, flyers
were posted at multiple locations in Minneapolis warning of the presence of white supremacist landlord Julius DeRoma. DeRoma owns
multiple businesses in the city and is landlord to many more. His businesses include
Club Jäger in the North Loop and DeRoma
Art Glass in Lyn-Lake. Flyers were posted at
these locations, along with DeRoma’s house
in southwest Minneapolis. Pictures are included below.

DeRoma’s Club Jäger has had several
problems since reopening after being exposed
as a political contributor to the former kkk
Grand Master David Duke. Some of those
problems involve infestation of pests, other
than Nazi scum.
Julius DeRoma has several ties to Nazis,
Holocaust deniers, and has contributed to
several fascists including Patrick Little, a vehement White Nationalist that supports violence against Jews. Patrick Little was also in
contact with Robert Bowers the fascist that
murdered 11 people at the Synagogue in late
October. Julius DeRoma has hosted holocaust denier David Irving in 2012. Our struggle to combat fascism doesn’t stop here, and
our campaign against DeRoma has only just
begun.
Solidarity Means Attack.
With Love & Rage,
– An Unruly Crew of Twin Cities
Anti-Fascists

6

Julius DeRoma was outed as a white supremacist last year when news broke of his
financial contribution to former kkk Grand
Wizard and white supremacist politician David Duke’s 2016 Senate campaign in Louisiana. After DeRoma’s contribution to David
Duke came to light, his bar Club Jäger saw
employees quit en masse while performers
cancelled shows, ultimately forcing it to close
for several months. huge Improv and Legacy Glassworks, both renting properties from
DeRoma, issued statements denouncing
their landlord’s racism.
However, this year DeRoma reopened
Club Jäger. He also quietly contributed
money to Patrick Little, another virulent
anti-semite who campaigned for a Senate
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seat in California this year, and who helped
inspire the Pittsburgh synagogue shooter. It’s
clear that DeRoma thinks he can continue
to support white supremacists without
consequence.
These flyers are a signal to DeRoma that
his actions will indeed have lasting consequences. There is no tolerance for white supremacy in Minneapolis or anywhere else.
#EvictDeRoma

A WEEK OF ANTIFASCIST ACTIONS
(9/10)
The first week of September, Antifa 161 &
mass Appeal answered an international call
for a week of anti-fascist actions in the form
of banner drops, distributing agit-prop, and
other forms of demonstrating solidarity with
communites fighting fascism worldwide.
Autonomous actions were taken by various entities. Banner drops happened in
Minneapolis, Richfield, & Duluth along with
other acts of claiming antifa zones. Several flyers and anti-fascist zines were distributed to
free libraries across the Twin Cities. Several
crews went on street cleaning missions and
removed fascist stickers, and replaced them
with anti-fascist ones.
The Twin Cities, Antifa 161, & mass Appeal will not give space to the fascists (in all
forms) that are trying to intimidate, incarcerate, or violate our communities. We have
claimed our territory, and we will maintain
and defend our zones.
We stand in solidarity with all our comrades that have been taking to the streets to
fight the rising tide of fascism.
Sometimes anti-social, but forever AntiFascist!
– Antifa 161 & mass Appeal

RED SEPTEMBER
(9/23)
At least a few times in the month of September,
the so-called “Pioneers” statute was repainted
in red. Bright lights nearly also were covered
in red during at least one occasion. As long
as these racist statutes remain on display
here and elsewhere, may they be toppled,
repainted, dismantled and destroyed.

WATER PROTECTORS
LOCK DOWN AT
WELLS FARGO PRIOR
TO $1.48B LOAN TO
ENBRIDGE (10/04)
On Thursday Morning, October 4, water
protectors erected a tripod and tipi in front
of the Wells Fargo building in protest of an
upcoming $1.48 billion dollar credit renewal
to Canadian-based Enbridge, Inc. Enbridge
is behind Line 3, a nearly 1M barrel per day
tar sands pipeline it wants to send through

Anishinaabe treaty territories, the Mississippi River headwaters, wetlands, and the Great
Lakes.
Ongoing divestment efforts have cost financial backers of fossil fuel infrastructure
projects billions of dollars in the last two
years, coming out of a groundswell of resistance against the Dakota Access Pipeline and
the human rights abuses that occurred during
its construction. Wells Fargo is one of three
major financiers of the upcoming credit facility to Enbridge – the others are Chase and
Credit Agricole.
One water protector was atop the tripod
constructed, saying, “I am here in solidarity
with the Anishinaabe peoples and protection
the water for future generations. We cannot
let these companies put our futures on the
line any longer. Expansion of fossil fuels must
end. Drinking water is a human right. Wells
Fargo, stop funding genocide.”

MISCHIEF NIGHT IN
MINNEAPOLIS (11/01)
This Halloween, some costumed hooligans
set about causing some trouble in southside.
A perfect night for the occasion; for a brief
moment the mask no longer distinguishes between the citizen and the criminal, while there
is not yet snow on the ground.
Some misfortune was visited upon a handful of boutique stores, while graffiti adorned
the neighborhood and fireworks lit up the sky
above. Candy was given out freely to those
who passed by as well.
For a holiday without beginning or end
October 31, all year round!
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IN THE NEWS
INMATE’S ESCAPE FROM
HENNEPIN COUNTY JAIL LASTS 3
HOURS, 12 MILES (11/28)
His escape from the Hennepin County jail
started at 7 a.m. on the seventh floor. [...]
“There’s never been an escape before,” [Lt.
Shane Magnuson with the Hennepin County
Sheriff ’s Office] said.
Sources said Simon smashed a window,
shimmied down the side of the building, ran
across the top of the skyway into a parking ramp
and eventually made it to street level.
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTIONS IN TALKS WITH
RUSH CITY PRISONERS AFTER
WORK STRIKE (12/05)
The Department of Corrections (doc) has
agreed to negotiate with a group of inmates at
Rush City prison after more than 100 offenders
staged a work strike last week to protest what
they call “abusive” conditions. [...]
“They just keep taking things away … then
they overcrowd the prison and treat us like
animals,” said a Rush City inmate, who declined
to be identified for fear of reprimand.
On Friday, 115 offenders assigned to the
facility’s anagram balloon factory refused to
work for a full day until prison administrators
met with them to hear their complaints, activists
said.
FOUR CORRECTIONS OFFICERS
INJURED IN INMATE ASSAULT
AT ST. CLOUD CORRECTIONAL
FACILITY (12/27)
Thursday morning, an inmate assaulted a
corrections officer in the dining hall. Three
other corrections officers who responded to the
incident were also injured.

Bartleby did “I’d rather not” or “not this time
mother fuckers!” We must also affirm what is
vital, what is worth living for, what is unique
and different according to our taste, and importantly the how of our ethical dispositions.
The mobile sound system played pop music and anti-police hip hop. Sometimes this
interfered with the sound of the speeches,
sometimes it cut through the silence, sometimes it set the tone. Though small, these
were attempts to add an open and unruly energy to the event, which the organizers work
hard to contain and thwart. Even the peace
police sensed a potential (if only symbolic),
as one young man nervously and sadly stood
arms outstretched between a few in bloc and
a police car as we flicked the police off and
a few minutes later between us and a wall to
prevent the wall from being sprayed, while
we weren’t even considering it. They think
anything is possible, we simply need to give
belief materiality.
We won’t lie and say that it felt great to be
there as the awkward extreme end of a protest
knowing full well that our lives do not justify
protest. We know we’re at war. Our enemies
know we’re at war. What is achieved by polite
and orderly wimperings of indignation, but
a call to better manage the catastrophe? The
parade itself seemed a fairly weak showing for
all present, as clearly others don’t go and expect to feel their own power there either, so
they don’t go. We write to ask ourselves and
others what would it take to feel like we aren’t weak, to feel that there is a stake in living,
in our commitments to each other and the
worlds we share? In the past, marches meant
“do not fuck with us” or “we will burn down
parliament.” A demonstration demonstrated
not our ability to listen to boring speeches
and be corralled by police and then go home,
but our power to make or unmake worlds (or
at least the threat and manifestation of a physical desire to do so). A speech instead stoked
an ember that grew to flame. And the powerful trembled because they knew we were also
powerful.

don’t have to wear all black or even cover your
face. Bring your friends. Practice staying close
and building your trust in each other. Simply
being together with others who practice this
art as a responsive crowd opens the situation
up to other possibilities. For the purpose of
breaking down the barriers between those
who would bloc up and others who weren’t
we decided to attempt a “casual bloc.” Admittedly this is something new to us or perhaps
we just have too many black clothes, so instead people were mostly a poorly done black
bloc rather than a casual bloc. This distinction
doesn’t necessarily have be made along the
lines of whether black is worn or not. It is determined by the open character of the bloc—
essentially what makes it feel like something
others can see themselves within. If covering
one’s face is not simply an aesthetic practice
of a revolutionary subculture but a necessity
for confrontational practice then it needs to
become a practice shared by all who desire to
engage in militant resistance despite identification. Space must also be made for varying
levels of risk to coexist within a bloc. It must
be acknowledged that those who come just
to be in the street, needing to to leave in the
event that the situation becomes too risky still
allows for others to hold the streets with them
that much longer. There as many ways to be
unruly as we can imagine and being a bloc is
only one experiment among others. Our intention is to open that door.

CLUB JÄGER PROTESTED, CLOSES
EARLY ON SECOND NIGHT BACK
(2/01)
On Wednesday, the bar owned by Julius
DeRoma, a financial backer in 2016 of ex-Ku
Klux Klan Grand Wizard David Duke, staged a
“soft (re)opening” event [...]
The bar's first night back since a staff walkout was scheduled to run from 6:00 to 10:00
p.m. Asked early that night if the bar would stay
open later, or if it had any customers at that time,
manager Josh Portwood declined to get into
specifics.
Thursday night, at least a handful of people
showed up. To protest.
And in a way that would be easily seen, and
unmistakable. A lighted sign projected on the
side of the building identified the North Loop
establishment as a “Nazi Pub,” which, the sign
continued, should “Fuck Off.”
TRUMP FLAG-TOTING STUDENT
ASSAULTED DURING WALKOUT
DAY PROTEST IN MINNEAPOLIS
(3/15)
Minneapolis police said a student carrying a
flag containing the word Trump was assaulted
Wednesday outside of a high school as students
held a moment of silence during a National
School Walkout Day protest. [...]
Police said the six students took the Trump
flag, damaged the other student’s camera
and inflicted minor injuries during the brief
altercation.
SECOND FIGHT IN THREE DAYS
INJURES A TOTAL OF 10 AT OAK
PARK HEIGHTS PRISON (3/27)
Five more staff members were injured during a
second altercation at Oak Park Heights prison
on Sunday, the state Department of Corrections
said Monday. [...]
It was the second fight at the maximum
security prison in the past three days. On Friday
night, five staff members were injured in a fight
with prisoners.
TOMI LAHREN GETS A
DRINK THROWN ON HER AT
MINNEAPOLIS BAR (5/22)

Aside from grand words, how do we get
there?
It starts by building from where we’re at
and recognizing what could be done better. It means starting from a small crew and
coming with a bigger crew, multiple crews
and affinity groups. There were several random people in the crowd that seemed to
want this too. They came alone and bloc’ed
up by themselves and gravitated toward us.
We decided to be present to make it known
that we desire this with others, that we invite
you to come the next time there’s a call. You

IN THE NEWS

MAY DAY BANNER
(5/02)
A banner went up over a 494 walkbridge reading “Unite!” in solidarity with protestors in
Puerto Rico on May Day.
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The conservative fox News contributor was
grabbing brunch with her mother and some
family this past weekend when, on the way out,
an anonymous woman chucked a full glass of
water at her.
ST. PAUL MAN ACCUSED OF
BURNING UNOCCUPIED SQUAD
CAR (6/11)
A St. Paul man is accused of lighting an
unoccupied police car on fire while it sat outside
the officer’s residence.

REMEMBERING TOOR

I

remember years ago, one of our first
adventures together was exploring the
drainage tunnels under the city. Afterwards
we hung out at one of the entrances, covering
the walls with tags.
This is only one of so many beautiful
memories we shared. You were so many
things to so many people, not only as a dear
friend but as a fierce warrior against this hellworld.
Last night, I returned to the tunnel entrance to help paint a memorial for you.

(5/21)

While there were new pieces on the wall
when I arrived, I knew somewhere under
countless layers of paint were the same tags
we put up together, way back when.
Our piece wasn’t perfect by any means,
but you wouldn’t have wanted it to be.
We will never forget you, and we will continue your struggle against cops, pipelines,
nazis, and their world.
rip Toor
– Your friends
8

and fists held up, some banging on the glass
it dispelled any feelings of foolishness. What
felt like moments after we arrived to the side
of the jail a mortar of fireworks shot a burst
of color and a loud boom right above the jail.
Someone sprayed “fire to the prisons” onto
the ground facing the windows of the cells.
Roman candles were passed out to the crowd
and shot at the jail as we alternated between
chants, the band playing and anti police
songs on a mobile boom box. The demands
that have circulated along with the call for
the strike were read through a megaphone,
communicating them to those in the jail as
well as everyone else there.
Here again we felt the strange lack of
interest in us by the police. Only one squad
car and a few cops walking around during
our time at the jail. They came and they left.
Only a passing interaction—disinterest or
disengagement. Who knows really. We did not
press our luck. We remind ourselves that we
are not validated by our repression. However,
next time may we also be more prepared to

take advantage of such an opportunity.
Even without the police presence the
chants on the return from the jail focused
almost exclusively on the police. This is no
surprise as they are slavers of the modern
day plantation that is prison and violent
enforcers of the racial order that is the usa.
As we marched back the noise we made was
for ourselves, to really feel powerful enough
to fight—against a world which produces
and fills prisons. We ended with everyone
safe in the park. A few short statements were
made about the strike and relevant upcoming
events, materially supporting repressed
comrades in prison who participate in the
strike as it progresses. Then we went our
separate ways.
During this demo, a little less than half of
the people participating wore all black and
covered their faces. Some merely covered
distinguishing marks and their faces. Masks
were handed out. Some took them and
some didn’t. Previous noise demos here
17

had increasingly tended toward all black
everything as well as dwindling numbers
corresponding with the isolation of the
group. Given this, the militant composition
of the crowd has an important strategic
value that we must take seriously. When we
ask the question of how to ensure that we
as a crowd are both unruly and safe, both
combative and joinable, it must be answered
situation by situation but in such a way that
opens us toward others and others toward the
crowd. This noise demo itself comes closer
to answering this problem posed by the
previous three noise demos here, providing
multiple layers of activity, involving multiple
social groupings and subjectivities. How we
give the multiple space to flourish in common
is how we give strength to our movements.
The Strike has just started.
Let’s make sure it stays lit af.
Because fuck a prison and its world.
– a group of friends

NOISE REPORT: FIREWORKS AND
RAGE LIGHT UP THE YOUTH JAIL IN
MINNEAPOLIS (8/23)

A

noise demo was called to take place
in Minneapolis on the 21st of August at the start of the nationwide prison
strike coordinated across at least seventeen
different states. We joined hundreds of others, clanking and screaming down the walls of
various jails and prisons across the country,
building upon a tradition of militant solidarity with those on the inside. Beyond simply
holding people captive and forcing them to
work, reducing them to a body that labors,
the function of prison is also fundamentally
to separate, isolate and reduce life to cells of
confinement. If we are yet too weak to tear
down the walls that separate us we will let the

thud and murmur of our noise break down
this isolation. We have heard their call and we
will amplify it.
A little after eight o’clock, as the sun was
going down, people started trickling into
Elliot park. A cop car drove across the lawn
and parked in the direction of the soccer
field, seemingly not paying us any attention.
As groups of more and more people arrived,
someone got up with a megaphone and told
everyone that the plan was to march to the
youth jail a small number of blocks away.
They talked about why people would want to
wear masks and that we were not there to police each other’s behavior. Another few quick
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speeches gave people context for the strike
and connected it to the struggles taking place
in Minnesota prisons and jails. Some not already masked up donned masks and people
with banners moved to face in the direction of
the street. As the brass marching band played
we moved into the street and started marching. Flares were lit and anti prison and anti
police chants reverberated off the buildings
through nearly empty downtown streets.

GRAFFITI FOR FALLEN
COMRADE TOOR (5/21)
In memory of our comrade Toor who has recently fallen.
They are an anarchist fighter and an
eco-warrior who’s work inspires us to organize for the liberation of the planet and all
its people! Together with the spirits of anarchists past we will hear their call and step up
to battle against the brutal capitalist machine.
Honor the dead
Fight for the Living!
– A fellow queer anarchist

This march, however, was not for the
downtown pedestrian going to and from
work or bar. It’s a weird almost foolish feeling
of yelling for ourselves in that emptiness. But
when we got to the jail and we saw all the faces

9

BANNERS FOR THE
AUGUST 21ST PRISON
STRIKE (8/14)
On August ninth, after a planned info night
about the August 21st prison strike, attendees
helped paint banners and dropped them
around the area. Here are a few photos we
collected of the banners. We hope this is just
the beginning of autonomous and creative
actions taken in solidarity with the strike.

BANNER DROP
IN SUPPORT OF
STILLWATER PRISON
REBELS (8/16)
After a year filled with attacks on guards
at Stillwater and other Minnesota prisons,
Officer Gomm was killed by an inmate at
Stillwater. Since then, all Minnesota prisons
were placed on lockdown for weeks and
subjected to additional harrassment on top
of the indignity of being imprisoned in the
first place. Several guards have quit and many
more are reluctant to come in to work. All the
while, the union says they need more money
for guards and further repression.
To the guards who quit: congratulations,
we hope your former colleagues join you.
The only good prison guard is a dead one.
Til the last prison is ashes under our feet,
– some anarchists

SUPPORT SEX
WORKERS! (6/03)
June 2nd was the national day of action
against sesta/fosta, an anti-sex worker bill
signed into law this year. In Minneapolis, a
demonstration in Uptown blocked traffic. In
the spirit of a diversity of tactics, the city was
decorated with several slogans the night before.

ANTI-FASCIST
GRAFFITI HONORS
TOOR (6/09)

FREEDOM FOR
ANARCHIST
PRISONERS (6/18)

Minneapolis is an antifa zone. Antifascists
have an organized and militant presence and
will kick Nazis off the block.

This year in Minneapolis, June 11th was
marked by dozens of posters that were put up
under the cover of night.

rip Toor
– msp161

We have no expectations that any politician will change their mind or repeal any law
that expands their repressive powers. Regardless, our will to fight back against the state remains unshaken.

In solidarity with Marius Mason and all
prison rebels!
Salute to Fernando Bárcenas and Debbie
Africa!

Support Sex Workers!
Fuck sesta/fosta!

10
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NO COPS IN PRIDE

MASS APPEAL &
ANTIFA 161 BANNER
DROP FOR HEATHER
HEYER (8/12)
As we unfurled the banner in South Minneapolis today to honor Heather Heyer, we took
a minute to remember the many comrades
that we’ve lost to the violence that is white
supremacy and terror. As people gathered at
the park to enjoy a beautiful Sunday, we wanted to share our message that our hearts and
bodies are in the struggle for the abolition of
the State & the fascists that protect it, and the
fascists that are protected by it. We distributed zines and flyers about our anti fascist
organizing, and had powerful conversations
about our collective efforts to keep our cities
fash free. Our talks with Minnesotans at the
park today solidifed that they will also join us
in our commitment to confront fascists, and
stop them in their tracks.

cops, and white supremacy is a fight for our
freedom from a system that imprisons our desire for total liberation.

BANNER DROP FOR
HEATHER HEYER (8/12)

We know that a banner drop is a symbolic show of solidarity, and symbolism will not
crush the fash scum. That is why Antifa 161
has joined with mass Appeal to continue our
physical presence in the streets, distro of agit
prop, and full commitment to stopping the
fascist platform.

With heavy hearts today, on this first anniversary of Heather Heyer’s death (and the
Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville), we
wish to avenge the deaths of all those who
have senselessly died at the hands of fascist
and state violence. We dropped a banner in
hopes of it being a local catalyst—a reminder to ourselves that our dedication to fighting
white supremacy and the state (in it’s many
forms) cannot falter. It is a fight that our very
lives depend on.

With Love & Rage,
Antifa 161 mpls & mass Appeal
P.S: We are unstoppable & insatiable when
it comes to making our wildest dreams of
mass liberation come true.

(6/25)

S

tonewall was a riot. The chant echoed off
the buildings lining Hennepin Ave in
downtown Minneapolis as we marched. The
sidewalks were filled with thousands of onlookers, expecting to see the annual Pride parade, but instead they saw us. We were maybe
one hundred, maybe a little more. One banner leading the way proclaimed “No Cops In
Pride.” It was a very loose assortment of activist organizations, radical queers, and even
some anarchists. At a snail’s pace, we made
our way down the length of the Parade route.

Most striking about the demonstration
was the ease with which rhetoric that would
be deemed too militant—as if there was such
a thing—was taken up by participants. While
still many chanted to “prosecute the police”,
there were several signs sporting the acronym for “fuck the police” as well. Anarchist
and anti-fascist imagery and slogans were
easy to spot. Just as many decried capitalism
wholesale and called for total police abolition
as those who sported pins for electoral campaigns.

The intention of the demonstration was
to disrupt the Pride parade. And by that measurement, it was successful. The parade started around an hour late, and progressed slowly
behind us, keeping it’s distance. Given how
Pride has been so detached from it’s rebellious roots by way of corporate sponsorship,
our desire to interrupt it is clearly a rightful
inclination. However, despite our apparent
success in doing so, we can go beyond this
and take practical steps to materialize our
stated desires.

Now, this isn’t to complain that the messaging wasn’t “radical enough” or that there
wasn’t ideological purity. Really, the rhetoric
present reflected a diverse range of perspectives who could find common ground in the
rejection of this world—a world where the
police who kill with impunity expect our
unconditional welcoming into celebrations
of resistance. While in the recent past, those
who didn’t believe that this was an issue of
“bad apple” police officers would likely feel
isolated amongst crowds demanding body

rip Heather Heyer and all of those killed at
the hands of nazis, cops, incarceration, and
the neoliberal state.

To our comrades in the streets of DC &
Cville today confronting the far right and fascists, we want you to know you are not alone.
Our fight against capitalism, the State, the
14
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cameras or a similar reform, the message here
was different.
The message was different, and yet the actions the same. While the demonstration did
actually disrupt the parade, calling it direct
action would be fairly generous. The march
was centered around using the visibility of
the parade to boost awareness for the cause.
If we really believe that in police abolition, for
example, we can’t simply continue to stand
in the streets, demanding it happen. How
can we say that “stonewall was a riot,” and yet
deny ourselves this same capacity for revolt?
However, this is also not a call for an abstract militancy. This is about posing a question: to all of us who reject this world, how
can we bring about a better world ourselves?
Starting from what we have—our skills, resources, and most importantly, our friends—
we can build a reality where “no cops in pride”
isn’t a demand, it’s a warning. But first, we’ll
have to toss off the activist rituals we’ve become accustomed to.

IN THE NEWS
OFFICER KILLED IN STILLWATER
PRISON ATTACK (7/24)
The Minnesota Department of Corrections
confirms a corrections officer at the Minnesota
Correctional Facility-Stillwater died after an
assault by an offender Wednesday afternoon.
MINNEAPOLIS MARSHALLS STILL
CLOSED AFTER SUSPECTED
ARSON CAUSES OVER $500,000
IN DAMAGE (7/24)
The Marshalls store in downtown Minneapolis’
City Center building has been closed for more
than a week following a reported arson that
damaged hundreds of thousands of dollars worth
of inventory.
PRISONER INJURES 4 OFFICERS,
MN PRISON LOCKED DOWN (9/17)
Four corrections officers were injured by an
inmate at Faribault prison on Monday, according
to the Minnesota Department of Corrections
(doc).

WATER PROTECTOR
SUSPENDS HIMSELF
FROM 25-FOOT
STRUCTURE AT PUC
TO DEMONSTRATE
RESISTANCE TO LINE 3
PIPELINE (6/28)

At around 7am cst water protectors
blockaded traffic by erecting 25-foot steel
poles in a tripod structure on 7th Pl. in front
of the puc offices in downtown Saint Paul,
MN. Ben, a 30-year-old Minneapolis resident, ascended the structure and unfurled a
banner that reads, “Expect Resistance,” a clear
message to Enbridge and the puc that fierce
opposition to this pipeline will continue to
grow at every stage.

A water protector ascended a 25-foot steel tripod structure erected in the street in front of
the Public Utility Commission (puc) office
to demonstrate ongoing resistance against
Enbridge’s proposed Line 3 tar sands pipeline.
Today marks one of the final public hearings
held by the puc on its decision to grant a certificate of need to the controversial pipeline.

“If the puc doesn’t stop Line 3, then we
will,” said Ben, suspended from the 25-foot
structure in the street in front the puc. “Today’s action isn’t about me but is a demonstration of the growing resistance to Line 3. ” Ben
continued, “We’re taking action in solidarity
with Native people, who continue to fight for
their existence on occupied land and with
people all over the world who resist the desecration of nature by extractive industries.”

All five of the directly affected Objibwe
Tribal Nations in Minnesota oppose the dangerous project because of the threat it poses
to their fresh water, culturally significant wild
rice lakes, and tribal sovereignty. Line 3 will
accelerate climate change by bringing carbon-intensive tar sands bitumen from Alberta
to refineries in the Midwest. Climate change
disproportionately impacts Indigenous and
frontline communities across the world. This
deadly infrastructure project is another example of the genocidal legacy of colonialism
faced by Native peoples and the ecological
destruction caused by corporate greed. Water
protectors, climate justice advocates, landowners, and faith leaders stand united alongside Native communities against this dangerous pipeline.

#FUCKYOURFLIPS
(6/21)
Inspired by the LA Tenants Union’s viral
campaign, more than a handful of “Cash for
Houses” advertising signs were torn down
in South Minneapolis today. Gentrification
might not be as glaring here as it is on the
coasts, but it is happening nonetheless—and
it will be resisted all the same.
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ANTI-COLONIAL ANTISTATE GRAFFITI IN
MINNEAPOLIS ON 4TH
OF JULY (7/05)
This Anti-colonial and Anti-State graffiti was
spotted in Minneapolis, Minnesota on the
Fourth of July! The defaced statue is Colonel
John H. Stevens who was the first Colonial
Settler to occupy the Dakota land now called
Minneapolis. This colonizer also fought to expand slavery into Mexico on the US side of
the Mexican-American War. The graffiti reads
“colonizer” as he represents the historic genocide and Patriotic nationalism that continues
today.
These oppressive statues, monuments,
and sites such as Fort Snelling must be
dismantled. Fort Snelling is a historical and
continued site of genocide, colonialism,
and imperialism as it occupies the sacred
Bdote where Dakota were created. During

the Dakota war of 1862 warriors resisted the
colonial occupation of white settlers and the
US Army massacred 38+2 Dakota Leaders
in Mankato and captured over 300 Dakota
Women, Children, and Elders forcing them
to march around 142 Miles to be held in
“interment” at Fort Snelling. Many Dakota
people were died of starvation, cold weather,
disease, and murder at this concentration
camp. Fort Snelling also enslaved anywhere
from 15-30+ Africans at a time.
We join the call to dismantle Fort Snelling
as it continues as a base of Imperialism, Colonialism, and Hyper-Nationalism especially
considering it has expanded the occupation
to host Minnesota Headquarters of ice. People of this land are coming together to Abolish ice, the State, capitalism, fascism, and
colonialism. We will continue to dismantle
these institutions as well as their monuments
that desecrate the land and someday once and
for all bring about a world free of these oppressions.

A doc spokesperson says at about 11:30
a.m., an officer was punched in the face by an
inmate in the dining hall of mcf-Faribault. When
other officers responded to help, three of them
were also injured.
CONSERVATIVE GROUP’S BRIDGE
MURAL VANDALIZED FOR THIRD
YEAR IN A ROW (10/13)
For the third year in a row, the University of
Minnesota chapter of College Republicans had
its Washington Avenue Bridge panel vandalized.
The phrase “Queer Power” was spray painted
in black over the three-panel painting sometime
Friday evening or Saturday morning.
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
FOR MINNESOTA HOUSE SEAT
PUNCHED IN THE FACE (10/15)
A Republican candidate running for a seat in
the Minnesota House of Representatives was
punched in the face at a restaurant in St. George
Township, Minnesta according to the Benton
County sheriff ’s office. [...]
[T]he man appeared to take offense when
Mekeland made a comment about the “middle
class.” The man allegedly punched Mekeland in
the face without warning.
ALLEGED CAMPAIGN SIGN
VANDAL ACCUSED OF
ASSAULTING STATE HOUSE REP.
(10/15)
Rep. Sarah Anderson was heading out for a day
of campaigning Sunday when she saw a man
damaging campaign signs near her Plymouth
home.
She saw him kicking at her campaign sign—
then others.
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